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Pie Graph - Bicycle Production
A bicycle production factory manufactures 4400 bicycles in 5 days. A production unit staff
recorded the number of bicycles manufactured every day. He made a pie chart to represent
the production on each day. Read the pie graph and answer the questions.
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1.

On which day, the production unit manufactured the
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highest number of bicycles?
How many?

2.

How many bicycles were made on Thursday?

3.

How many more bicycles were produced on Friday
than Tuesday?

4.

Was the production more on Thursday or Wednesday?

6.

If the same pie chart represents the bicycle production
as 3200 in 5 days, then how many bicycles were made
on monday?
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Answer Key

Pie Graph - Bicycle Production
A bicycle production factory manufactures 4400 bicycles in 5 days. A production unit staff
recorded the number of bicycles manufactured every day. He made a pie chart to represent
the production on each day. Read the pie graph and answer the questions.
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1.

On which day, the production unit manufactured the
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highest number of bicycles?
How many?

2.

How many bicycles were made on Thursday?

1100

3.

How many more bicycles were produced on Friday
than Tuesday?

572

4.

Was the production more on Thursday or Wednesday?

Thursday

6.

If the same pie chart represents the bicycle production
as 3200 in 5 days, then how many bicycles were made
on monday?

1056
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